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1. Intro<IUction 
The effects of the soliton looalhation on mioroinhomogenei-

ties ( miorore8istances, or MR ) in long one - dimensional 
Josephson junotion ( LJJ.) were predicted and the ways of their 
er.per.imental obsel~vation were considered in papers 11-51. For 
jn~lanoe, an emde~t way of observine a localized soliton by 
speoitio dependenoe o! critical our-rent fc( h ) on the external 
magnetic field, h, w~s suggested in ref.[4J.Due to the soliton and 
antisoliton localization on ·MR there arises a cross- shaped 
dependence of l'c on h in a weak field, the e;o-oalled "soliton 
cross" {41 that has recently been observed experimentally 161. 

HoWever, it was only a qualitative agreement with the theore
tioaJ model [4}. The ratio of the current tor a junction with a 
localized soliton, [~(0). to the max:imwn criti.cal current ~(0) 
ir; much larger thl'tll predictt';:!d one. This disorepanoy is not in fact 
au~prising ainoe: 1) NR in the sample used in re!.I6J differs 
ecsentially from the ideal one considered in re!.[4J*)( the thiok
neas ot an itmulatine layer in the real MR are ;;: 2 AL where At, is 
Lhe l.ondon prmetratior1 ctepth ) ; 2) the dh;tribution o! the bias 
onrrent IB(:x:) in the real t.JJ is usually inho':Jogeneous whereas in 
ref. (4] a ~omogeneouf! dh:tribution along the who.le junction was 
oomzi.dered. It 1~ !;tll6gested in the present paper that the internal 
structure of the inhomogeneity and the inhomogeneous distribution 
or I 8 (x) Arf> to be ta.ken into aooount in calculating 'Tc( h ). 

In the next E>eotion we remind the basio assumption of the model 
m;ed in ref. (4) and formulate a new ( "rt:alistin") model. In eeot .3 
a qualitative <lisous!-don of poe.sible new effects and simple 
estimation of ~(0) are suggested. Seot.4 oontains the most 
typioal res.ult~ of nnmerioal calculations from whioh it follows 
that the predictions of the new model are in good agreement with 
available data. In oonolusion, an extensive experimental 
verification of the proposed model is disouse.ed. 

•) Preparation of artificial MR with a priori giv~n properties has 
first been proposed in refs.(1,21. All subsequent theoretical stu
dies have treated only those inhomogeneities for whioh all the 
ba~ic etfeots are determined by the vanishing of the linear densi
ty of the critical Josephson current j(x) in the inhomogeneity. 
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2. The realistic model 

The thee~.- [1-41 has been developed for a model that can be 

called the "a.Wy - model" for LJJ. It is determined by the equation 

" ~- ~· + ( - b ~1a( x-x1
) ) s~ + a $ - ~ $" + 1 = o 

i 

where$= ~t• ~'= ~x· 2~ ~(x,t) = ¢(x,t) I ¢0 •>: ¢(x,t) is 

distribution of the magnetic flux along the junction; a., ~. 

(1) 

the 
1 and 

~1 are some constants. The parameters a and ~ describe the ef

fects of damping due to penetration of the normal current through 

the junction and along the surface; 1 is the bias ow-rent flowing 

thrOugh the junction (eq. (1) ~orresponds to the "overlap geometry" 

<:,f the junction :in wJ:·.i·~h ,:T:-:- .:•an achieve 1 independent c·f X .! • 

Inhomogeneities ( c.bh':keni:ngs ) of the jnnction dielectric layer 

are approximately described by the fi.- functions, ~15( x-x1 ). It 

is assumed that in the vicinity of each point x
1

, I I-X1 1 < 51, 

the Josephson current vanishes. For ~ su~fioiently small 61 , this 

corresponds to ~1= 261 since 

xi-+61 
f dX ( 1 - ~1a( x-x1)) Sin~(x,t) = ( 261- ~1 ) Siri~(x 1 ,tJ. 

xi=-ai 

Jlicroi.Dhomogeneities can also be treated for which 1-J.i <0 ( micro

shorts ). However, it is very difficult to prepar€ LJJ with cont

rolled mioroshorts. Therefore, we shall further assume that LJJ may 

have only some random microshorts with I ~J. 1 1 « 1. For the LJJ we 

study miororesistances for which ~i- 1; thus, microshorts can be 

neglected in the first approximation. In comparing the predictions 

of this model with the observations one should remember that some 

of.the assumptions used in it can be violated. In the present pa

per we consider the effects arising due to a finite lengt11 of in

homogeneity. Moreover, in the places of the layer thickenings not 

only the Josephson current becomes zero but also the inductance 

•) Here ¢0 is the magnetic flux quantum , X is the distance in 

nle units of the Josephson length, A. ; t is the time in the units 

- 1 . t f of wJ ; WJ 1s he Josephson requenoy, the magnetic field is nor-

malized to h0= ¢,/ 4~ ~ ~J· 
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and capacitance of the junction change. We also take into account 
the effects of inhomogeneous distribution of the bias current 18 • 

To construct a model accurately taking account of the above 
effects we return to the initial equation for the phase distribu
tion in LJJ (21 ( see also refs. [7 .aJ ) 

( 
1 ) 2 e 2 e -1 

C<flu- L- <r, + T I Sin<p + (o1 +<>2CoS<p)q>t - T R <Ptxx+Is= o. (2) 
X 

where for a while we come back to physical units ( L, C and R are 
induotance,oapaoitance and surface resistance per LJJ length unit. 
l(X) is the critical Josephson ourrent,I8 (x~ is the bias current). 
In dimensionless variables defined by the values of ~J and wJ in 
homogeneous intervals, eq.(2) can be rewritten-as 

a (j' - (10'. + b +' + j Sinq> + a ( 1 +8 COS(j) ) lj; - " <)>" + 1 0 , (3) 

where 

L(X) C(X) ( L(X)), L(X) I(x) 
a = -,:;:- t::- b = ln -,:;:- ; j = -,:;:- -r-

o 0 0 . 0 0 (If.) 

L(X) 0 1 L(X) L(X) I(x) 02 

a = ~ woGo ~ = Wo RTiJ I = ~ -r;- E - a, 
10 , C0 , I 0 , A0 and w

0 
are the values of L(x),C(X),I(X),AJ and wJ 

in homogeneous LJJ intervals. If L, C, IB, Rand cr
1 

are constant, 
E = 0, and inhomogeneities 1n the distribution are local, then the 
a~10- model (1) follows from (3). 

Consider inhomogeneity whose design is shown in fig.1. 

I 
-- - - - - - - _I_ - ->X 

-1 1 

Fig.1. A design of LJJ with MR. 
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One can easily show that 

L(X) 2"r,+d(x) C(x) W(X) do R(x) "o 

~ = 2"'L+d0 
--c;;- = --;;;;- dTxJ ~ = w(x) 

(5) 

whence it can be seen how the design of the junction influences 

the dependence of the functions a, ~.(, a, band j en X; moreover, 

f(X) depends on the IB distribution ( see below ).Inside the inho

mogeneity the current j(X) vanishes and in the homogeneous inter-

vals j(X)=1. Conductivities cr1and cr2 in the inhomogeneities vanish 

whereas outside them they are constant. We shall assume d(x) and 

w(X) to su!fer a discontinuity 

d(x) = ~(d0ll1 (x) + d1 81(x)J; 

where by definition 
81 (x)=O, 1 x-x1 1>0

1
; 81 (X)=1, 1 x-x1 1<01; l\= 1-81. 

Taking account of (4-6) we can easily find that 

do d1 

a(x) " ~( ll1 (x) + 81 (X) ir (1 + ~-) ) 
1 i -~ 

d1 

~(x) "~o( 1 + ~ 81 (x) ~ 

di- do •1- •o 
b(x) " 2 ~ a;_ (x) ( ~ - ;;-:.-;;- J; j (x) = 

1 .... 1 ·-'"L i 0 

Is(x) "o· d1 

!(X)" -r:-- ~( ll1 (X) + 81 (X) i' ( 1 + ~-)) 
0 i 1 ~'"L 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

here~ means neglect of the corrections N d I 2A1 ). For a final 

formulation of the model one should give IB(X). As is known ( see 

for instance r.ef.[9J ), by using a superoonducting screen one can 

achieve the current IB(X) to be uniform along the junction. Other

wise, the current concentrates near the junction edges which is 

described by the simple expression ( see ref.[9J ) 

IB(X) io 21 

~ = i< h2- x2 
(1 0) 

where fo is the mean bias current flowing through the junction. 

This completes the formulation of the realistic ( or a~re ) model 

of the junction with artificial microresistanoes. 



3. Qualitative discussion and estimates o! the e!!ects 
If a=1, b=O, ~0 , s:O, ~=0 and 1=const, then the new model 

reduces to the af31'6 - model but with "smeared" 6 - fu."lctions. In 
ref.{4,5J the basic phenomena have been shown to be qualitatively 
independent of smearing and that the quantitative dependence is 
not essential if ~<1 ( it is assumed that all inhomogeneities are 
rather far from eaoh,other and from the edges of the junction ). 
New eff~ots can arise if d ~A or w1« w0 as well as due to inho
mogeneous distribution of the current IB. 

For d1/d0« 1 the velocity v ~ 4a(x) N ~d1/d0 is very large in
side inhomogeneity. Moreover, as 

9i(I) = O(x-x1+01)- O(x-x1-o1) 
t~nen for d0« d1 ... 2AL the very stro:,r-.g barriers arise at the edges 
of inhomogeneity. Since the terms containing 9~ are proportional 
to <p' , one should use "smeared" a- functions ( or smoothed 8 -
functions ). In this case some results may depend on a specific 
dimension of smoothing. It is .very important that these effects 
of sharp edges of inhomogeneity can be removed. It is easily seen 
that taking 

w1~ w0 ( 1 + d1/2AL) 
b(x) becomes zero. On the contrary, at w0 « w~ the effect of a sharp 
edge increases, and the value of f(X) also strongly increases at 
I x-x1 J<01. 

All these effects can essentiallY influence the motion of so
litons in the junctions with inhomogeneities, the current voltage 
curves and the spectrum and the nature of static states of the 
junction. In this paper we consider only statio states and their 
bifurcations with ohanging the total bias current f and external 
magnetic field h. We shall show that a simple version of the a~re
model allows one to make the agreement between theoretical and ex
perimental curves rather good. 

To analyze statio states suffice it to study the problem 
~" - b(X) ~' - j(X) Sin~- i(X) = Q, (11) 

where b, j and f are defined by eq. (8-10). The model (9-10) for 
the bias current may turn out to be insufficient for describing 
real samples of LJJ in which Wi« w0 and d~» d0 since a very sharp 
chaYLge in the LJJ structure in the regicn of inlwmogeneity may ca-
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use a strong change in the distribution ~(X). In this paper, we 

do not attempt to take these corrections into account. We also as

sume w1= w0 and consider only critical current lc(h). 

In particular, consider r(O) = ~(0) I T~(O). To explain the 

discrepancy between the theoretical and observed r(O) we propose 

to take into account two effects: 1) the inhomogeneity of distri

bution of the current IB(X) whiCh is des<;:ribed by (10); ?) the change 

of inductinoe inside inhomogeneity which is caused by considerable 

change in the thickness d ( ~« d1N 2~) and is described by (8). 

Both the effects diminish the ra.ti9 r(O)_, which provides a quali

tative agreement of the predictions of the theoretical model with 

experimental data. For an initial orientation in the estimates for 

the effects, let us discuss them qualitatively and give approximate 

formulae !or fc(O). Remember that for the long homogeneous junc

tion ~(0)=1. With the inhomogeneities present in the junction, 

~(0) decreases. 
one oan get a good eetimate of ~(0) in the <111"(0- model. Ueing 

the piecewise - linear approximation [2) we can easily show that 

!or 1 » 1 ( inhomogeneity is far !rom the edge 

J.l. -1 

~(0) " ( 1 + r===:;::: ) . 
~ ... + 2J.l.2 

(12) 

Qualitatively, with increasing 1' a frozen "breather" is 

on inhomogeneity ( see fig.1 in rer.l4J ). Both halves 
localized 
of this 

"breather" are attracted to each other and to inhomogeneity where

as the bias current 1 attracts them to each other. The balance of 

forces is broken at f ~ ~(0). In the realistic model we !ailed to 

derive suoh a simple formula, but !or rough est~tes it is surri

oient to uee eq.(12). 
For the inhomogeneous distribution 

fo is considered as a ori tioal current 

this quantity the notation ~· 8 (0) •>. 
Using the simplest approximation of 

of IB 
( see 

the maximal value of 
(10) ); we retain !or 

the s tand.ard. 

turbation theory ( for 1»1 ), one oan get estimates 
soli ton per
for r8 (0) ta-

*) Remember that TM• 8 (h) is the ratio of the total critical our
rent flowing t~ the junct.ion in the m- or s- state to the ma
ximal current flOWl.Ilg through the corresponding homogeneous junc
tion. 
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king account ot changing in L, inhomogeneity of the bias current 
and finite length of the inhomogeneity. We shall restrict oursel
ves to one inhomogeneity placed at the center of the junction and 
assume that ~ 1 = 201,. L1 ~ 10 ind w1= w0 • Instead of formula (8) of 
ref.(41, for the homogeneous distribution we oan get 

9,1 sllf;, I ~1 L 

2?r 1~(0) = _r::-3
1 

[ -[ ----...,] ( 2 - .2 J. 
~3 1 + 3 sh2 (~112 >) Lo 

(13) 

The first faotor in the r~t-hand side provides the value of the 
oritioal current on the 0 - inhomogeneity, and the second one for 
a finite length of the inhomogeneity ( its value at ~J. 1 =1 .is 0.85 ). 
In the same approximation, for the inhomogeneous distribution of 
the current one oan find 

8 lcs<O> " 
-8- " l fu 1( ~,>. 

lc(O) 1>1 
(14) 

where f(0)=1, !' (0)=0 and 1( ~ 1 ) weakly depends on ~ 1 at sm811 va
lues of ~ 1 ( 1(0.5) ~ 1.02 ). 

According to (13) one can use the 0-model of real inhomogeneity 
if~,= 201 is ~plaoed by ~1 1 ••• )( ••• ) = ~~11 .Changing ~ 1 by ~~1f 
tor rough estimates or ~(0) one can use also formula (12). Note 
that for asymmetric configuration ot the junction or boundary con
ditions the value or fc(h) is maximal at some b#O. In these oases, 
formula (12) provides a max~! value of the current, and formulae 
(13) and (14) are to be altered. 

Let us compare the results of paper [6) with our estimates. 
For LJJ invest~ted in ret.(6]: 21•15, ~ 1 = 201a 1, 41 /2~· 3, 

~(0)..0.68 Md ~(0)..0.4.By formulae (12-14) we get ~(0)=0.93 and 
· ~(0)=0.12. Thus, a quantitative discrepancy between the theory 
and exper~ent is essentially less than tor the ~~0 - model. It is 
to be noted that the most probaple source of divergence is a large 
value of d1 /2~. Determining ~~t1 by 1~(0) from the formula 

9,!~11 
2?1: 1~(0) =m 

and substituting this intO (12) we get ~(0) ~ 0.72, whioh_agrees 
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well with experimental data.The other data obtained by the authors 

of ref.[6J ( for samples with smaller values of d1 /2~) are in 

rough ~eement with formulae (12-14}. We can conclude that the 

experiment confirms tl1e basic prediction of paper [4] - the exis

tence of the soliton branch fc(h) and soliton cross. 

4. Numerical analysis o! the realistic model 
As in ref.[4} we are to solve the problem (11} numerically. 

The critical value of J at given his determined from the conditi

on of vanishing the eigenvalue w2 or the problem (see [1-51) 

~·- b(x) <jl'- j(X) Cos<p <jJ + w2<)l = 0. (15) 

In this case, discontinuities in the functions b(X) and j(x} sho

uld be smoothed and the current distribution (10'} regularized. 

Thus, in the distribution (10) we substitute 

and smooth discontinuity in the function 8(x) by 

th( XIOb). If the edge of the junction is sharp and d(x) is chap~

ed abruptly ( i.e., at the distances~ 2~), then a physically na

tural re~arization is apparently &
1 

~ &b ~ At· Re~arization 
with larger values of &~,ab corresponds to smoothing of the june-

' tion structure while its preparation. 

For a detailed numerical algorithm of solving the problem see 

paper [111. We consider only the general idea of the method. Equ

ations (11) and (15) together with the boundary conditions and the 

condition of nc·rmalization of the function¢ will be treated as a 

unique system that can be closed by setting two of three parame

ters J,h and w2 ; the third parameter is found ae a solution of the 

problem. The simplest is the case when the quantities ; and h are 

fixed; in this case~ the system splits into the above - mentioned 

two subsystems for ~(X) and ( ~(X),wf). In the rest two cases ( 

either i and ~ or h and wf are fixed ) the system should be tre

ated as a nonlinear problem for eigenvalues with spectral parame

ter h or(, respectively. A continuous analog of the Newton method 

[121 with an iteration step taken with respect to the minimum dis

crepancy is applied to solve this problem. 

Here are some results of calculations. The effect of inhomoge-
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neity T(I) can be understood from f~.2 representing ~(X) and 
~~(X) at h = 0 tor lo close to ~(0). Calculations were made tor a 
very large value of Ob. With decreasing Ob the peaks at the junc
tion edges increase but the picture does not change qualitatively. 
Fig.3 shows the caloulated curves for two LJJ with MR. The parame
ters ot the fo~er coinoide with those of the junction studied in 
ref.[61, and o

7 
N ~ ~ 2~ is taken. Finally fig.4 represents the 

curves Tc(h) for a nonsymmetric position of MR. It is seen that 
the vertex curve ~(h) is shifted a little whereas the s9liton 
cross is shifted and strongly deformed. Comparison with experi
mental data, formulae (12-14) and the relevant curves from ref.[4] 
is not difficult. More complete results and their discussion will 
be published in a journal. 

Fig 2. The distribution of <p(X) and~~ (X) inside LJJ for 7(X) and 
I=Const when lo ( or 1 ) is near ~(0): 
~ 21•10, ~,= 201 = 1.2, h=O, ~~ 0.2. 

5 
0.8 

' 3 ~ 
' "' 
0.4 

1 

- 1 +---_,-----r----,---~0.0+-------~-r--------~ 
-5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 -0.4 0.0 0.4 

X h 

0- Gamrno=Gommo( x) 0-1) 11-2) 
...... 

Fig.3. The b - dependence of the critical current for different 
states with the nonuniform distribution of f(X): 

Lo 1 > 21=15, »,= 2o1.o.14, 11 = o.25; 
Lo , 

2) 21=10, ~,= 20
1
=0.6, 11 = 0.5. , 
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" Fig.4. The h - dependen•)e cf the ,~ri ti<~al current for th~ 
asymmetric location of th~ inhomogeneity with the 

nonuniform 
to x1- 2: 

21=10, 

distribution of 1(X); inhomogeneity is displaced 

5. Conclusion 
Localization of solitons on mioroinhomogeneitiee predicted in 

papers (1-41 was oon!irmed experimentally 161. However, for des
cribing real experiments the model used in refs.l1-41 should be 
modified, _which h_as been done in the present paper. For a thorough 
verification of this model it is necessary to study experimentally 
the dependence or the critical currents ~·8 (h) on the length, 
Width. thickness and position of inhomogeneity making particular 
efforts to control thickness of inhomogeneity and nature of its 
edges. It is also to be emphasized that it is not difficult to re
alize experimentally the conditions under whioh the model used in 
refs.[1-41 is applioa~le. It is necessary that 20

1
' 1, d 1 /2~~ 1, 

w1= w0 and the ourrent distribution IB(X) is homogeneous. In more 
detail this model will be die.,~u~sed a"l.d compared with experiment 
in a more extended paper. 
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